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1)	Download the	syllabus	and	PPTs
https://samuelbhfaure.com/



2)	Aim

• To understand the EU through its main institutions and
policy challenges as it is/they are
• Share with you facts and analyses

• It’s a lecture given by a political scientist
• Meaning neither a lecture given by a historian or economist,
nor a talk given to take a stand for what the EU should be



3)	Approach

• A political sociology approach: actors
matter

• Weekly reading of a text (article or
chapter) is mandatory
• Build a scientific culture to explain political issues

(not just a ’culture générale’ to comment them)

• Strongly recommended to read the
elective readings and follow European
political news

• Don't expect everything from the lecture
(top-down approach): let's be active

Reference:	Bruno	Latour,	‘Contre	la	culture	générale’
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rp838o6vnYE



4) Assessment (week of December
16)
• One two-hour written examination on the
table at the end of the semester. The exam
consists of three parts:
• Ten multiple-choice questions on facts (5 points)
• Twelve multiple-choice questions on mandatory
readings (6 points)

• One development question/essay (9 points)

• For multiple-choice questions, a half-point is
added per correct answer and a quarter-point
is subtracted per wrong answer

• Same exam for international students



4) Assessment (week of December
16)
• Regarding the essay, three main evaluation criteria:

• The clarity of the demonstration
• Its originality
• The scientific references on which it is based

• Responses with unclear, normative or unjustified
developments will be penalized

• Your answer should not exceed three pages (one and a half
sheets)
• Two points will be removed for each additional page

• Students can answer the exam in either French or English



5)	General	reminders
• Class starts at 6

• Lectures are mandatory. Do not forget
to sign

• Activate the ‘silent’ mode of your
phone

• The seminar is organized into eleven
two-hour sessions

• Each session is organized into two 55-
minute sequences and a five-minute
break



6)	Political context



7)	Programme	

• What do the European Union, its institutions and its
challenges represent for you?



7)	Programme
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7)	Programme	

• I. INSTITUTIONS OF THE EUROPEAN UNION

• Session 1 – HISTORY: What’s the driver of European
integration?
• Session 2 – GOVERNANCE: How could we define the EU
and how does it work?
• Session 3 – EXECUTIVE AND JUDICIAL POWERS: Who governs,
the States or the Commission?
• Session 4 – LEGISLATIVE POWERS: Who sets the rules?
• Session 5 – LOBBIES: How do interest groups shape the
EU?



7)	Programme	

• II. CHALLENGES OF THE EUROPEAN UNION

• Session 6 – EURO: The monetary policy of the EU
• Session 7 – MIGRATION: The area of freedom, security
and justice
• Session 8 – A EUROPEAN DEFENCE POLICY: An oxymoron?
• Session 9 – DEMOCRACY: Looking for a homo europeanus
• Session 10 – BREXIT: What’s happening in Britain and
what are the effects on the EU?
• Session 11 – Conclusion



7)	Programme

In	French	and	
in	English



8)	Sources	

• How would you find information about ‘Institutions and
challenges of the EU’?



8)	Syllabus	(11	pages)

• Handbooks	in	English	and	French	

• Scientific	articles:	CAIRN,	JSTOR	

• Information	database	(Europresse)	

• Multilingual	glossary

• Specialized information	websites (blog,	think tank,	etc.)



9)	Ask questions	on	Twitter

#OnEU



Any questions?	



History: What is the driving force
behind European integration?



Outline

• Three different narratives on the history of the EU:

• 1) The ‘founding fathers’ (common sense)

• 2) Economic interests (liberal argument)

• 3) Political ideas (constructivist argument)



1)	The	‘founding fathers’

• A	few	national	politicians and	civil	servants
• Konrad	Adenauer	
• Walter	Hallstein
• Jean	Monnet	
• Robert	Schuman	(top	photo)
• Paul-Henri	Spaak	
• Altiero Spinelli (bottom photo)	
• An	ideology
• Creating the	‘United	States	of	Europe’	to	
preserve peace



1)	9	May	1950	

• The Schuman Declaration
• ‘The pooling of coal and steel
production... will change the
destinies of those regions
which have long been
devoted to the manufacture
of munitions of war, of which
they have been the most
constant victims’

• Creation of a European Coal
and Steel Community (ECSC)

• Europe day celebration

Reference:	https://europa.eu/european-union/about-eu/symbols/europe-day/schuman-declaration_en



2) History of the EU through
economic interests

• [Who?] National actors

• [How?] National economic interests

• [When?] Bargaining at specific political
moments



National	actors

• State:	‘transmission	belt’

• Lobbying	by	companies



National	economic interests
• Homo oeconomicus : cost/benefit calculation
• European cooperation, transfer of sovereignty: ‘national economic interests’
• Ex. ‘Empty chair crisis’ (CAP): ‘Grandeur’ vs. ‘Grain’?

• CAP?
• Common Agricultural Policy (more than one third)
• When?
• 1965-1966
• Where?
• Council
• By whom?
• France, De Gaulle
• Why?
• Modification of the principle of unanimity in decision-making in favour of the majority rule (QMV:

qualified majority voting) –> ‘Grandeur’ vs. ‘Grain’?
• Note
• From the beginning, the EU has experiences crises



Bargaining at specific political
moments

• Succession of ‘major steps’ (bargainings)

• Intergovernmental Conferences (IGCs) and Treaties

• Successive enlargements


